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 Outdoor Wedding Down by the River
  We Grow Food, We Grow Flowers, We Grow Love… 

Hidden River Events is a North Carolina 16+ acre event center/farm and all-inclusive outdoor wedding venue with onsite vacation rentals. We partner with our neighbors to provide additional housing, making it possible to host 60 people comfortably. Surrounded by the Blue Ridge Mountains view, we offer full-service, all-inclusive outdoor wedding packages, with guaranteed pricing known at the time of contract signing for your entire stress-free wedding or event. Yes. There is a way to do this while still being able to customize and give your event your beautifully unique signature.
Located just 15 minutes from the heart of downtown Asheville, our farm is in one of the most beautiful valleys in the region. With long-range views of the Craggy Mountains, the nurturing ceremony sites are next to the Swannanoa River.
Our staff believes in love above all and doing everything possible to give our couples a stress-free all-inclusive outdoor wedding planning experience. Instead of thinking, “Let’s get it over with” on your wedding day, our 12-year record of satisfied couples will send you into married life, saying, “We never want it to end!” That’s the way it should be.
At Hidden River, we believe in “Love Multiplies.” If two people commit to loving one another through all life brings them, that should give them the strength to make a positive difference in their families, local communities, and beyond. To celebrate this truth, we donate a portion of each event to a local charity to honor our couples.


FIND OUT ABOUT OUR PRICING
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 All-Inclusive Outdoor Wedding Packages
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 Flowers
 BreathtakingAnnual cut-flower and perennial flower gardens provide bursts of color throughout the property and romantic backdrops for your continuing love story.
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 Catering
 DeliciousFrom the garden to your plate, whenever possible, our caterer provides a menu that reflects your style with a presentation that is as beautiful as it is delicious.
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 Custom Touches
 Ceremony FeaturesOur all-inclusive wedding packages include custom touches such as an elegant wedding carriage, pulled by a gentle giant (“Dr. Love”) as he whisks the couple away to the reception.
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 Housing
 Lovingly & UniqueOur onsite housing and our agreements with neighboring vacation rental homes means you can have housing to host 60+ people, allowing your all-inclusive wedding to be about the joining of two families not just about a few hours at a venue.
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 Love Grows Where Love Is Honored
  Click The Images Below & Explore Hidden River 
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 LOVE IN NATURE
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 WEDDING CAKES
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 LGBTQ WEDDINGS
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 The Ceremony
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 FLOWERS
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 Decorations
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 THE FARM
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 THE RECEPTION
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 Celebrating Diversity



 











“When you do things from your soul, you feel a river moving in you, a joy.” ~Rumi











”
Stress Free Wedding in a Beautiful Setting!
Hidden River Events not only a beautiful location for a wedding, but they do all they can to remove many of the stressors that come with wedding planning so that you can focus on what matters to you on your wedding day.   My partner & I took a trip to see the property at Hidden River and, eight weeks later exchanged wedding vows in the "marrying field." I really can't imagine this being possible anywhere else! The relationships that HRE has established with vendors made selecting everything from the catering, to flowers, photographer, etc.. easy. The day was even better than either of us imagined it, Jeanne, Grace and their team took care of everything- and we were truely able to just focus on the day & soaking in all the details! The property is beautiful, the peaked tent for the reception was great, and we loved that so many of our friends and relatives had the option of staying on the property with us!
 Mary Ellen Brides


So Beautiful!
My husband and I were married at Hidden River on Sept. 8th and it was the most amazing experience! The setting is stunning, the flowers are beautiful, and the food is delicious! The team there does everything in their power to make your day as dreamy as possible and took care of absolutely everything. I still feel like I'm floating on a cloud! The kindness Jeanne showed on our beautiful wedding day meant the absolute world to us. Our day could literally not have been any more perfect and the words "thank you" don't even begin to capture the gratitude we feel toward Jeanne, Grace, Sarah, Tara and everyone else who works to make Hidden River such a magical place. Hidden River was "the place" from the moment we set foot there. It will forever hold a place in our hearts. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for making our wedding day truly the wedding of our dreams.
 Kirsten Brides


If you want a stress free, easy and beautiful wedding, book Hidden River today.
We got married at Hidden River a few weeks ago and are still riding the high from our magical weekend. Everything was made so easy with the inclusive wedding package and the staff (Grace in particular) was so kind and helpful. It ended up raining on our wedding day but it was no hindrance and the team knew just what to do. In fact, I ended up loving the rain and we even got a rainbow.
 Beth Brides









 Contact Us:
  Tours are offered 7 days per week. When booking with Hidden River Events, our guests enjoy sole access to the 17 acre farm as well as the multiple onsite accommodations. 


	Name*

	Fiance's Name*

	Email* 

	Phone*

	Address*   Street Address   Address Line 2 


	Estimated Number of Guests

	Preferred Event Date  MM slash DD slash YYYY
 
		  I am open to Friday or Sunday if the Saturday is already booked



	Please tell us anything else you’d like for us to know or questions you have.

	

	BOOK A TOUR ON-SITE  MM slash DD slash YYYY
 
	

	REQUEST A VIDEO TOURWe can email you a video tour, just let us know!
	  Please send me a video tour



	

	How did you find us?*facebook
instagram
search engine (Google, etc,)
weddingwire.com
romanticasheville.com
theknot.com
Here comes the Guide
rusticbride.com
rusticweddingchic.com
stylemepretty.com
borrowedabdblue.com
pinterest
other



	If you selected "Other" please tell us how you found us:

	CAPTCHA

	Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.



        
Δ


 





 Let Us Make Your
 Special Day A Dream!
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We Grow Food, We Grow Flowers, We Grow Love…

   ashevilleweddingvenues@gmail.com 


   + 1-828-333-3401 


   30 Hidden River Dr.Swannanoa, NC 28778 
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Explore Asheville
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   @HiddenRiverEvents    @hiddenriverevents    @hiddenriverwnc 






  Facebook 


  Pinterest 


  Instagram 
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